
The goal of these exercises is to provide you with a desk/office/home routine that 

can be utilized in a small area.  Attempt to do as many repetitions per exercise (as 

many seconds for the wall sit) for 45 seconds and rest for 15 seconds.  Complete 

the exercises in circuit.  Attempt to complete each exercise for 3 rounds. 

Office desk/couch push-ups 

Use one edge of your desk or the back of a secured couch to complete push-ups (some may 

prefer to just do them on the floor) 

 

 

Chair triceps dips 

Use a sturdy chair to perform triceps dips. 

 

Make sure you keep your back close to the chair to ensure proper form.  This isolates your 

Tricep Muscle (the back of the arm).  For some, you may only get a few reps at a time.   



 

Walking lunges 

Use the entire office space or down a hall to complete walking lunges (from one end to the 

other). 

 

This exercise works several muscles in your lower body.  For proper technique, your front knee 

should not go past your front foot.  Ensure you push off with your front heel.  Your back knee 

does not have to touch the floor to obtain the benefit of the movement.  OPTION:  stationary 

lunges.  Step out, perform the lunge then push back with the front foot to the starting position 

and repeat with the other leg; alternating for duration of given time or reps. 

Wall sits 

Use a small wall space in your office or home, lean against it and squat down so that your legs 

create a 90-degree angle with thighs parallel to the floor (hold as long as you can).  

 

If you cannot go down to a 90-degree angle, go as low as you can.  Have a chair or something 

you can use to stabilize with if you have not done this exercise previously.   


